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Fixed Point Theory of Parametrized Equivariant MapsFixed Point Theory of Parametrized Equivariant Maps

By Hanno Ulrich

Springer. Paperback. Condition: New. 154 pages. Dimensions: 9.2in. x 6.1in. x 0.4in.The first part of
this research monograph discusses general properties of G-ENRBs - Euclidean Neighbourhood
Retracts over B with action of a compact Lie group G - and their relations with fibrations,
continuous submersions, and fibre bundles. It thus addresses equivariant point set topology as
well as equivariant homotopy theory. Notable tools are vertical Jaworowski criterion and an
equivariant transversality theorem. The second part presents equivariant cohomology theory
showing that equivariant fixed point theory is isomorphic to equivariant stable cohomotopy
theory. A crucial result is the sum decomposition of the equivariant fixed point index which
provides an insight into the structure of the theorys coefficient group. Among the consequences of
the sum formula are some Borsuk-Ulam theorems as well as some folklore results on compact Lie-
groups. The final section investigates the fixed point index in equivariant K-theory. The book is
intended to be a thorough and comprehensive presentation of its subject. The reader should be
familiar with the basics of the theory of compact transformation groups. Good knowledge of
algebraic topology - both homotopy and homology theory - is assumed. For the advanced reader,
the book may serve as...
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This is the greatest pdf i actually have go through right up until now. It is actually packed with knowledge and wisdom I found out this book from my dad
and i advised this publication to find out.
-- Arely Rath-- Arely Rath

I actually started reading this pdf. It can be rally exciting throgh reading period of time. Your lifestyle span is going to be enhance as soon as you total
reading this ebook.
-- Nya Bechtelar-- Nya Bechtelar
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Scala in DepthScala in Depth
Manning Publications. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 304 pages. Dimensions: 9.2in. x 7.3in. x 0.8in.Summary Scala in
Depth is a unique new book designed to help you integrate Scala e ectively into your development process. By presenting the
emerging best practices and designs...

A Sea Symphony - StudyA Sea Symphony - Study
ScoreScore
Petrucci Library Press. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 324 pages. Dimensions: 9.6in. x 6.7in. x 0.7in.Vaughan Williams
conducted the first performance of his great choral symphony on his 38th birthday, October 12, 1910, at the Leeds Music Festival. The
work was well...

Eagle Song Pu inEagle Song Pu in
ChaptersChapters
Pu in. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Dan Andreasen (illustrator). Paperback. 80 pages. Dimensions: 7.6in. x 4.9in. x 0.3in.A
contemporary middle grade story about confronting bullying and prejudice Danny Bigtrees family has moved to Brooklyn, New York,
and he just cant seem to fit...

NIrV Outreach BibleNIrV Outreach Bible
Biblica. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 1344 pages. Dimensions: 8.4in. x 5.6in. x 2.5in.This low-cost New International
Readers Version Bible (NIrV) is a ordably priced for giving away, and is a very e ective translation for children, those reading English
as a second language...

Summer Fit Preschool to Kindergarten Math, Reading, Writing, Language Arts Fitness, Nutrition andSummer Fit Preschool to Kindergarten Math, Reading, Writing, Language Arts Fitness, Nutrition and
ValuesValues
Summer Fit Learning. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 160 pages. Dimensions: 10.6in. x 8.3in. x 0.5in.Summer Fit Activity
Books move summer learning beyond academics to also prepare children physically and socially for the grade ahead. Academic
exercises are based on Common Core...

Molly on the Shore, BFMS 1 StudyMolly on the Shore, BFMS 1 Study
scorescore
Petrucci Library Press. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 26 pages. Dimensions: 9.7in. x 6.9in. x 0.3in.Percy Grainger, like
his contemporary Bela Bartok, was intensely interested in folk music and became a member of the English Folk-Song Society soon
after his arrival in...
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